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Letter from Dr. David Celiberti, ASAT Executive Director 

It is with deep gratitude and pride that I share with our subscribers this issue of Science in Autism 

Treatment, which feature an interview with Dr. Catherine Maurice, author of Let Me Hear Your 

Voice, and editor of two important manuals related to autism treatment. As many of you are aware, 

Dr. Maurice was a founder of ASAT and a longtime supporter of our efforts. We would not be where 

we are today without her insights, fortitude, and guidance. As a testament to the transformational im-

pact of Dr. Maurice's writing, you can read about a young man who benefited from intensive early 

intervention and has resolved to give back to his community on page 43. In a related vein, we share 

the store of Vaughn Battista a middle school student who recently raised money on our behalf. In 

honor of Bullying Prevention month, we wanted to provide our readers with installments of Clinical 

Corner on page 18 and Consumer Corner on page 23, dedicated to this important issue. But please be 

sure to peruse the entire issue of this newsletter as there is so much more! 

And as 2015 draws to an end, we have the opportunity to reflect on our recent accomplishments. I 

would like to highlight some of them below. ASAT has: 

 Produced three Public Service Announcements related to ASAT, our resources, and best practices. 

 Created posters conveying ASAT’s mission and values. 

 Held the 5th Annual Rock'n 4 Autism Awareness  campaign. This effort was a huge success with 

over fifty businesses lending their support and raising  $10,000 dollars to promote autism aware-

ness on both the national and local levels. 

 Expanded upon our new comprehensive web-

site with special pages for medical profes-

sionals and members of the media. 

 Published numerous Media Watch letters in 

response to news articles and broadcasts relat-

ed to autism treatment. 

 Graduated several Externs, many of whom 

have assumed Coordinator level roles within 

the organization. 
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 Welcomed several new committed members to the Board of Directors, from the US and Canada. 

 Increased our use of social media to reach families and professionals (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, 

YouTube) and garnered almost 9,400 Facebook “Likes”! 

 Met our goal of having subscribers from at least 100 countries. 

 Presently have 1,180 followers on Twitter. 

 Created an extensive database to enable us to provide information regarding ASAT and science in 

autism treatment to ABA faculty worldwide. 

 Published four issues of Science in Autism Treatment, content-packed with topics of interest to 

families and professionals, and launched a new column called Perspectives. 

 Developed a free resource booklet for parents of newly diagnosed children with autism to 

be distributed in 2016. 

 

We will share our goals for next year in the Winter 2016 issue of Science in Autism Treatment. I 

would also like to take this opportunity to thank our volunteer board, externs, and committee volun-

teers for all of the work they do on behalf of ASAT. They do it because they believe in ASAT and 

want to further ASAT’s mission. I hope that you too will consider supporting ASAT. When selecting 

possible recipients of your year-end donations, I ask that you please give ASAT your fullest consider-

ation.  

 

Donations to ASAT help us to continue the important work that we do. By contributing to ASAT, 

you will increase the likelihood that the thousands of families with newly-diagnosed children, as well 

as the professionals that serve those children, will have access to clear, accurate and science-based 

information about autism and autism treatments. Please support ASAT at www.asatonline.org/

donate/.  

 

 

David Celiberti, Ph.D., BCBA-D 

ASAT Executive Director 

http://www.asatonline.org/donate/
http://www.asatonline.org/donate/
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INTERVIEW 

With Catherine Maurice, PhD, Parent, Author, and  

Founding Board Member of the Association for Science in Autism Treatment 

Conducted by David Celiberti, PhD, BCBA-D, ASAT Executive Director 

David Celiberti: Looking back at some of your 

work such as Let Me Hear Your Voice, Behav-

ioral Intervention for Young Children with Au-

tism, and Making a Difference:  which do you 

think had the greatest impact? 

Catherine Maurice: In terms of sales, there is 

no doubt that Let Me Hear Y our Voice has had a 

wider readership.  That book was published initial-

ly by Knopf in 1993, came out in paperback within 

a year, then was translated into several foreign lan-

guages and is still appearing in different countries 

today. Most recently I signed a contract for publi-

cation in China.  The two manuals you mention, 

written in collaboration with professionals and 

parents, were published through a more special-

ized educational publishing house, and their read-

ership has been smaller, although I was told that 

Behavioral Intervention was for a time Pro-Ed’s 

best selling work. Other than sales and foreign 

rights and that type of data, however, it’s hard to 

evaluate impact:  All books go out into the world 

and they can be a best seller in their field for a 

while, then fade away.  Others never reach any 

kind of blockbuster status but can still ripple out-

ward, changing minds, hearts, and policies.  I 

don’t know if it is up to me to evaluate what kind 

of impact my writing has had.  I can talk about 

what I set out to do, but any assessment of my 

work is best left to time and others.  

David Celiberti: Fair enough. What did you set 

out to do? 

Catherine Maurice: 

I guess I decided to 

write Let Me Hear 

Your Voice because 

there was so much 

that was wrong.  In 

the late 1980’s diag-

nosis was a struggle, 

theories about causa-

tion were mired in 

nonsense, and there 

was little help avail-

able. Obtaining relia-

ble, science-based 

information about 

treatment was a chal-

lenge, to put it mild-

ly.  The people who were supposed to be 

“advocates” for children with autism were often 

useless.   I remember receiving a newsletter from 

the Autism Society of America, replete with ad-

vertisements for every snake oil lotion and potion 

out there at the time.  There was absolutely no 

guidance about the scientific credibility, or lack 

thereof, of any of these treatments. The MDs and 

(Continued on page 4) 

I had the opportunity to interview Dr. Catherine Maurice, a founding member of 

ASAT and current member of our Professional Advisory Board. Dr. Maurice has 

been a long-term supporter and integral part of ASAT’s success. We are deeply 

grateful for her support and excited to share her thoughts with you. 

 

David Celiberti, PhD, BCBA-D 

Executive Director 
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the PhDs I consulted at prestigious hospitals and 

universities, for their part, had no help to offer.  

For them, autism was a lifelong, intractable con-

dition and the best they could offer was maybe a 

support group.  And when I did find out about 

some emerging research out of UCLA, a pioneer-

ing study of children treated through ABA 

(Applied Behavior Analysis) authored by Ivar 

Lovaas, PhD, I was informed by several of these 

experts that ABA was dangerous and inhumane 

“dog training;” that it was “morally objectiona-

ble” and that Dr. Lovaas’ work was not to be giv-

en any credence. 

I wanted to talk about these difficulties and why 

they existed and maybe how we could do better in 

all these realms.  I wanted to speak out about 

what I considered to be truth, as opposed to re-

ceived opinions and clichéd thinking. As a moth-

er, I knew I did not have any scientific expertise 

to offer, but I thought I could offer our lived ex-

perience as we made our way through these 

murky waters.  Maybe that perspective could of-

fer insights that could help others navigate their 

own journey with a child diagnosed with autism.  

I had no horse in the race regarding treatment, no 

vested interest in supporting ABA over any other 

treatment modality.  My overriding urgency was 

to help my children learn how to talk, so that they 

could enjoy as independent and fulfilled a life as 

possible.  Anything that could help unlock their 

potential for self expression and self direction 

was what was important to me, not taking sides in 

any professional or political dispute over causes 

or treatments for autism. But it was precisely be-

cause I saw how much my children were helped 

or not by various practices that I wanted to speak 

out about our experience.   

I also wanted to show our mistakes, confusion, 

and consternation, and how we had to keep find-

ing our own path toward truth.  After trying this 

and trying that, and believing this and rejecting 

that, it became manifestly clear that ABA was the 

major catalyst in helping our children learn to 

communicate.  It was not “dog training” nor child 

abuse.  It was not a means of forcing our children 

into robotic compliance, but a way of helping 

them develop full capacity in language.  Expres-

sive, social creative language was the goal of our 

intervention, because language we believed then 

and now is the cornerstone of all learning and the 

means of structuring one’s own life, one’s own 

sense of self.   

I wanted to write also as a witness to the early 

onset of autism, and how it begins to manifest 

itself in such subtle ways, so early.  I knew that if 

I spoke about this, from the perspective of a lay-

person, recounting the minutiae of daily life with 

babies and toddlers, it could resonate with other 

(Continued from page 3) 

(Continued on page 5) 

My overriding urgency was to help my children 

learn how to talk, so that they could enjoy as in-

dependent and fulfilled a life as possible.  Any-

thing that could help unlock their potential for 

self expression and self direction was what was 

important to me, not taking sides in any profes-

sional or political dispute over causes or treat-

ments for autism.  

—Catherine Maurice 
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parents more than academic studies published in 

obscure journals:  Even though academic studies 

can contain truth, personal narratives written in a 

mainstream medium can reach far more people 

and can come across more vividly than such stud-

ies can.  (Sometimes this is a good thing; some-

times it is not.)  I hoped that by recounting the 

long drawn out process of fear, uncertainty, visits 

to specialists, and finally, multiple diagnoses all 

converging around the words “autism” and 

“PDD” (pervasive developmental disorder) I could 

possibly help other parents discover the truth of 

their own situations more quickly.  Months can go 

by with people assuring you that all is fine, she’ll 

talk when she’s ready, he’s OK, don’t be such a 

worrywart, Einstein didn’t talk until he was four 

years old, etc.  I wanted to affirm for parents that 

if they have concerns, it’s OK to keep asking ques-

tions and seeking reliable sources of information 

about early childhood development.  As we know 

now, early intervention can be key to helping a 

child maximize his or her potential for learning 

and independence.  

I wanted to talk about some theories of causation 

that I found particularly offensive.  At the time our 

children were diagnosed, there was no longer any 

direct talk about “refrigerator mothers” causing 

autism, but there was, and there remains to this 

day, vestiges of this thinking: What thinking? 

Your child was somehow emotionally wounded as 

a baby, and withdrew into autism. Through proper 

love and emotional healing he will emerge, only 

when he feels safe and cherished and accepted for 

himself.  This has been called the Villain Victim 

Victor triad 1:  The villain parent communicated 

“non acceptance” to the child (the victim) and only 

through the intervention of a savior therapist (the 

victor) who understands the child’s true needs will 

he emerge and trust again. This type of thinking 

still today undergirds some popular approaches to 

autism and will not go away, I fear, until science 

continues its march toward true understanding of 

the genesis of autism. When my daughter was in 

middle school, I discovered that Dibs in Search of 

Self was on her required reading list: This in my 

opinion is a true classic of the Villain Victim Vic-

tor genre:  the mother is pilloried from beginning 

to end as a cold rejecting person who created cata-

strophic withdrawal in her child.  The therapist, 

Axline, spends many pages painting herself as the 

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 6) 

_________ 

1 A term coined first I believe by Lorna Wing. 
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one who really truly cares for this poor little boy, 

truly understands him.  (What narcissism reigns in 

some of these self anointed healers!)   Books such 

as these cannot hurt my family or me any longer, 

but I worry about other families. Why?  Because 

the mentality underlying the Dibs book is not the 

sole example of this kind of approach.  I can think 

of at least a couple of other popular approaches 

still going strong today that propagate this notion 

that only “true acceptance” of the child will allow 

him to emerge and start chatting away once he 

feels safe and loved.  For a fee, of course, they can 

teach you too how to love your child.  So, I would 

say outrage was one of the catalysts when I sat 

down to write that first book. 

David Celiberti: Outrage over theories of cau-

sation, and other problems as well? 

Catherine Maurice: Theor ies of causation yes, 

but also all the craziness peddled as treatment.  I 

wanted to talk, in Let Me Hear Y our Voice and 

then later in the two manuals, about the scores 

(now hundreds) of treatments offered by the me-

dia, by parents, by people with made up degrees in 

made up fields, by people operating outside their 

area of expertise, by celebrities with conspiracy 

theories about Big Pharma, Big Government, by 

self important saviors, rogue doctors, unscrupu-

lous profit mongers.  When we published the two 

manuals (“we” being the professionals and parents 

who worked with me), we offered some chapters 

on the state of the evidence regarding many of 

these treatments.  Those chapters were written by 

respected researchers highly trained to evaluate 

the quality of experimental design and to assess 

the evidence behind claims of treatment effective-

ness.  We had two goals:  elucidate for parents and 

service providers the hard evidence to date for 

treatment x, y and z, and offer general guidelines 

for parents themselves to evaluate the quality of 

the evidence behind any treatment claim.  We 

were not interested in telling people what to do; 

we did want to offer some tools to allow people to 

make their own, informed decisions.  Unfortunate-

ly, the “quality of the evidence” was conspicuous-

ly lacking for the vast majority of these treatment 

claims.  When the books were published, I re-

ceived angry letters, sometimes accompanied by 

threats of retaliation by “many many people.”   

The authors of these letters were offended that we 

dared say anything implying a lack of empirical 

support for chelation therapy, megavitamins, 

weighted vests, holding therapy, facilitated com-

munication, auditory integration training, etc. etc.  

Autism intervention has for decades been charac-

terized by this endless parade of dubious treatment 

fads, and I don’t think this will end soon.  

David Celiberti: So these were some pretty seri-

ous critiques of the type of advice that parents 

were offered and are still being offered when 

they receive a diagnosis of autism.   Did you see 

your books as fulfilling some other function? 

Catherine Maurice: In Let Me Hear Y our 

Voice especially, I wanted to talk about the reality 

of hope: Hope for a child with this diagnosis to 

eventually achieve self-sufficiency, self-

expression.  This can happen and has happened. 

There is no bio-medical cure for autism and may-

be there never will be. But recovery - meaning the 

attainment of full communicative, cognitive and 

social functioning - is no longer outside the realm 

of possibility for a child diagnosed with autism.  

At the same time, I wanted to acknowledge there 

is a continuum of progress - not all children were 

going to achieve this level of independence, at 

least not under our present state of knowledge.  

ABA may be the most effective intervention we 

have now, but ABA does not pretend any 

knowledge about the underlying causes of autism 

and it does not promise recovery for every child.  

It offers the tools and methods to help every child 

learn.  Some children will respond maximally to 

ABA and some will make much slower progress.     

To elucidate the reality of differing responses, I 

invited other parents to contribute their own sto-

(Continued from page 5) 

(Continued on page 7) 
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ries.  In Let Me Hear Y our Voice, in Behavioral 

Intervention for Young Children with Autism, and 

in Making a Difference, I invited testimonials 

from parents who I believe were every bit as in-

volved as my husband and I were, every bit as 

committed, who even in some cases employed the 

same therapists we did, and yet, their children did 

not make the same degree of progress with the 

same rapidity as ours. The bottom line is that we 

can only have a certain amount of control over the 

quality of the intervention; we cannot predict how 

each child will respond.  

David Celiberti: So you understand why par-

ents would be open to anything that might give 

them hope? 

Catherine Maurice: Of course I understand 

that. It’s human nature. If a given treatment is only 

going to go so far and your child’s future is at 

stake, most parents will be open to trying other 

avenues.  But it’s also a reality that hope can be 

exploited.  The fact that ABA is not a cure all is no 

reason to simply shrug and yawn at the fakery ped-

dled to desperate people. Bogus treatments are not 

harmless. They bleed time from children and mon-

ey from families and in some cases result in out-

right harm.  Witness the number of false accusa-

tions levied against parents throughout the 

“facilitated communication” craze, the harm that is 

still resulting today from the frenzied anti-vaccine 

movement, the rampant experimentation on chil-

dren used as guinea pigs for every new 

“breakthrough” peddled on the internet. Every dol-

lar, private or public, that is spent on pursuing and 

promoting quackery is money diverted from the 

pursuit of real answers, real hope.   Although it is 

fashionable to say “I believe in an eclectic ap-

proach” the fact is that “belief” is not a substitute 

for objective assessment, and the fact is that each 

component of that eclectic approach should be 

subject to the same scrutiny for effectiveness and 

safety as anything else to which our children are 

subjected.   We need to balance open mindedness 

with critical thinking and a healthy dose of skepti-

cism when it comes to the latest cures for autism.  

And the media needs to do a better job of exercis-

ing a similar level of caution, rather than stoking 

these frenzies, propagating pseudoscience and ac-

cepting uncritically every new miracle story in au-

tism treatment. 

David Celiberti: Overall, do you think you were 

successful in mitigating some of these prob-

lems?   

Catherine Maurice: How effective was my work 

in elucidating these issues, or creating change 

where needed? I don’t know.  Who can judge that?  

I try not to think too much about my personal im-

pact, because that way you can get caught up in 

the ego wars that rage in the autism world, and I 

think we all have to focus on something other than 

ego if we are going to make any progress together.  

I felt my job was to testify, and hope for the best. 

In some sense, I think things are better, whether 

because of my work or the work of others it does 

not matter. On the plus side, diagnosis seems a bit 

easier today; ABA is no longer excoriated quite as 

widely as in the past; more children are receiving 

the help they need early on.   On the other hand 

quality programs are still hard to get into, insur-

ance often doesn’t cover all the costs; adults with 

autism are often left with few resources when they 

turn 21, we still don’t understand what autism is 

and how we can best help the children and adults 

most affected, and the “crazy therapies” continue, 

on and on and on.  There is still so much work still 

to be done, for generations to come, no doubt. 

(Continued from page 6)  

(Continued on page 8) 

Bogus treatments are not harmless. They 

bleed time from children and money from 

families and in some cases result in out-

right harm.  

—Catherine Maurice 
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David Celiberti: What are your hopes for the 

future of autism intervention?   

Catherine Maurice: Well, I hope to see an in-

creased awareness on the part of the public of what 

“evidence-based” really means, and I hope to see 

publicly funded treatment programs tied to that 

evidence.  And, precisely because ABA is not a 

panacea, I hope that research continues into any 

other avenue that seems promising. I am glad that 

organizations such as Autism Speaks have the 

means to raise significant funds so that high quali-

ty research can continue into the possible causes 

and potential treatments for those affected.  It will 

take a lot of hard work, but I have faith that the 

scientific process will yield more understanding of 

and more help for people with autism and their 

families.  One day we will have a wider variety of 

treatments that are better able to help even those 

most severely affected.   

David Celiberti: Some people today are op-

posed to the words “treatment” and especially 

“cure” when talking about autism. What are 

your thoughts on the “neurodiversity” move-

ment? 

Catherine Maurice: Oh Lord, David.  Just 

when I thought I could retire into the sunset and 

peacefully learn how to knit or something, here 

you are asking me questions that inspire white-hot 

rhetoric across the blogosphere.   Thank you my 

friend!   

There seems to be a new book on neurodiversity 

every week now.  I’ve been wondering about these 

terms:  What does “neurodiversity” mean?  That 

your brain is different from mine?  Of course it is. 

We are all neurologically diverse. Every person is 

unique. Humans display a huge variety of person-

ality types, ways of acting, ways of being, ways of 

thinking.  To call autism a manifestation simply of 

“neurodiversity” does not capture the reality of 

what autism can do to a child and to his life pro-

spects.  

Maybe it’s time as well to question the definition 

of the word “autism” with respect to this move-

ment. The criteria for an autism diagnosis seem to 

have expanded over the course of the last two dec-

ades, so that now, there are college graduates, 

holding high-level jobs, some of them married, 

who say they are “on the spectrum.”  Perhaps we 

are moving toward a future where the word 

“autism” is becoming too broad to be meaningful.  

Steven Hyman, former head of the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health (NIMH) has offered the 

view that autism “may turn out to be a family of 

brain-related problems that won’t respond to the 

same treatments.” 2 

In any case, however it is defined, some within 

neurodiversity circles take exception even to the 

word “problem” let alone “disorder,” or any other 

such negative term.  It’s not a problem, goes one 

argument:  it’s another way of being, and those 

searching for a treatment or cure are rejecting chil-

dren for who they are, and trying to force them 

into some draconian norm, where the majority 

wish to suppress, discriminate against  – even 

“harm” - those they deem different. They write 

lengthy tomes on the Internet expressing outrage 

over this oppression.   

One essay considered seminal in this movement 

scolds parents for even daring to grieve over this 

(Continued from page 7) 

(Continued on page 9) 

_________ 

 2 Quoted in “The Autism Rights Movement.”  Andrew Solomon.  May 25, 2008.  New York Magazine. 

To call autism a manifestation simply 

of  “neurodiversity” does not capture 

the reality of what autism can do to a 

child and to his or her life prospects.  

—Catherine Maurice 
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diagnosis, mocking them for having to give up 

their “fantasized normal child.”   Rather than 

thinking “I wish my child did not exist,” lectures 

this author, what you [parents] should learn to do 

is “speak our language,” accept us for who we are.  

Mind you, this tract is written in English, so it is 

not clear what this other language may be.  What 

is clear is that this person has mastered a means of 

communication that certainly allows him this 

soapbox.  If only all kids with autism could have 

the same opportunity.  And what is “our” language 

anyway? Who is this “our” and this “we” the au-

thor insists on using every other sentence?  It’s a 

bit arrogant that anyone would presume to speak 

for all people with autism, and presume to lecture 

parents on how they should or should not respond 

to a diagnosis that has been known to wreak havoc 

on a child’s development. 

I can’t speak for all parents, of course, but in my 

25 plus years in this field, I have noticed that par-

ents who seek treatment do so for many reasons, 

including self injurious or aggressive behaviors, 

but primary among those reasons is this: they want 

their child to have communicative language, the 

bedrock of human learning; Language, which 

gives a child the ability to speak her own thoughts, 

lead her own life, become who she wants to be; 

Language, which eventually frees a child to be his 

own boss.   

David Celiberti: Why would anyone be against 

that?  

Catherine Maurice: Well, clear ly the neurodi-

versity folks already have language, so this doesn’t 

appear to be their concern. Their focus does not 

seem to be on the reality of how autism actually 

impacts so many children and adults, but instead 

on a conviction that they are being discriminated 

against – because they are autistic.  The mantra 

that repeatedly appears is that the language of 

“disorder” or “disability” is insulting to people 

who are fine with who they are:  it is wrong to 

even speak in those terms, let alone lobby for a 

cure for a condition that some have even taken to 

calling a “gift.”   Another oft- repeated argument 

is that people like Einstein or Beethoven or Steve 

Jobs were probably “on the spectrum” and it 

would have been morally wrong to try to make 

those geniuses fit into some kind of norm.   And 

they too are on the spectrum and they are not go-

ing to be forced to change. 

I find this argument puzzling:  Who is trying to 

change them?  

Moreover, these Einstein/Beethoven analogies ring 

false. It’s getting to the point where anyone can 

claim – retroactively – that any genius, any inven-

tor, any artist was “probably on the spectrum” – 

and the implication is that people who are focused 

on curing or treating autism would have wanted to 

persecute these exceptional people. This argument 

is specious.  No parent I have ever met is wrapped 

up in any thought of changing his or her genius 

child to render him less unique or because they 

want to squash her brilliant difference.  Parents 

who hear this diagnosis are aware of the prognosis 

for autism as it used to be understood (not 

“Asperger’s” not “genius” not “artist”) and are 

aware of what autism can do to a child.  They are 

usually consumed with more urgent priorities like:       

 Will I ever be able to have a conversation 

with my son, my daughter?  

 How will he fare in school? 

 Will he ever be able to hold down a job?  

Live independently? 

 Will she ever have a friend?   

 Will he have a happy life? 

 What will happen to him after I die? Who 

will take care of her?  

(Continued from page 8) 

(Continued on page 10) 
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For these parents, treatment does not mean 

“getting rid of the child I have” or ceasing to love 

that child.  It means finding a way to give that 

child the tools and skills to free him, as much as 

possible to live his own life and make his own 

choices. 

It is understandable in a way I suppose that some 

of the neurodiversity arguments denigrate treat-

ment. Those who are most outspoken in their op-

position to treatment or cure clearly don’t need it – 

at least not for autism.  Other people do.  It seems 

to me that this focus on victimization certainly 

brings a lot of media attention, but at what cost to 

other young lives – young lives with huge, serious 

challenges?  

What concerns me in this movement is not that 

anyone would want to advocate for more ac-

ceptance, love, concern and care for all people 

with autism, wherever they are on the spectrum.   

What concern me are three things: 

 The threat to children, wherever and howev-

er their access to effective treatment is un-

dermined or attacked 

 The resurgence of hostility against parents 

 The attacks against professionals who have 

dedicated their lives to helping families.    

But do all neurodiversity people rail against treat-

ment?  Some of them protest “we do not!” but if 

not, they need to speak up more, as they are being 

drowned out by more extreme views.  The rhetoric 

used especially against anyone who chooses or 

recommends an ABA-based intervention for a 

child is increasing, and it’s troubling.  In addition 

to the old clichés about dog training and harming 

children, many of the neurodiversity advocates 

describe parents who choose ABA as doing so on-

ly because of their own selfish needs, not those of 

the child.  I have read blogs implying that parents 

who choose such treatment do so only because 

they are embarrassed by their a-typical child. 

These bad parents will do anything to satisfy their 

narcissistic need to have “a perfect child.”  I have 

read that anyone who chooses ABA treatment is 

persecuting a cohort of the human race.   I have 

seen tracts painting behavioral therapists as bor-

derline criminals and parents as child abusers. 

Somebody is always deciding that parents are the 

enemy:  first they were vilified for having 

“caused” autism. Now they’re vilified for wanting 

to treat it.  

David Celiberti: Can you offer specific exam-

ples of this kind of rhetoric?   

Catherine Maurice: Yes, I suppose at some 

point I have to cite some actual people or it sounds 

like I’m making stuff up.  Michelle Dawson self-

describes as “an autistic adult” who was diagnosed 

in her thirties.  According to her own public state-

ments, she is someone who is “intelligent;” who 

“speaks and communicates clearly” and whose 

“employment record is exemplary.” Like others in 

this movement, she rejects the language of disabil-

ity or disorder as descriptors of autism, asserting 

instead that any problems “autistics3” may encoun-

(Continued from page 9) 

(Continued on page 11) 

It is understandable in a way I sup-

pose that some of the neurodiversity 

arguments denigrate treatment. 

Those who are most outspoken in 

their opposition to treatment or cure 

clearly don’t need it – at least not for 

autism.  Other people do.   

—Catherine Maurice 

_________ 

 3 The term “autistics” is the term Ms Dawson uses in her own writings. Many in the neurodiversity movement reject the 

term “person with autism.”  
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ter are due to society’s lack of respect for autistics’ 

unique abilities and society’s lack of accommoda-

tion for their needs.  She has published astonishing 

certitudes about how autistic brains function, even 

in one tract describing the capacities and abilities 

of “all autistics.” 4  She equates treatment to the 

persecution of other groups who were misunder-

stood, oppressed and harassed throughout history, 

and over the past decade she has spent thousands 

of words publicly and personally critiquing parents 

and professionals in what she calls the “autism-

ABA industry:”  

“…Autism-ABA adherents include thera-

pists, educators and instructors, parents, 

grandparents, friends-of-the-family; fund-

ing bodies, autism societies, professional 

and pressure groups; professors, lawyers, 

judges and journalists; politicians, bureau-

crats…All have failed to notice that they 

themselves are behaving unethically.” 5 

Her assertions about the unethical behavior of all 

these people go on and on, page after page, nam-

ing organizations and individuals, building her 

theme of treatment as persecution, as dehumaniza-

tion, as harm. “Behaviorists have as their goal ex-

tinguishing autistic behaviors and therefore autis-

tic people” 6  is a typical statement. 

In 2004 Ms Dawson intervened in a Canadian Su-

preme Court case where parents were seeking gov-

ernment funding for treatment. Her affidavit be-

fore the court stated that people with autism are 

smart, communicative, capable people, just like 

her, not defective the way the doomsayers always 

portray.  Treating them is tantamount to outmoded 

and discredited attempts to “treat” sexual orienta-

tion. 7 Parents who seek ABA-based treatment for 

their children are “denying [their] humanity.”  8 

Fifty years ago Bruno Bettelheim penned some 

comments about mothers and fathers of children 

with autism.  Among his many pronouncements, 

taken as gospel at the time, was this:  The precipi-

tating factor in infantile autism is the parent’s 

wish that his child did not exist. We seem to be en-

tering a new phase of parent-bashing, decades af-

ter Bettelheim’s brutal reign supposedly ended:  an 

age where neurodiversity champions accuse par-

ents of “wanting to extinguish their autistic child,”  

“wishing their child did not exist,”  “harming 

them,” and “denying their humanity.” 

Ultimately the court decided against the parents, 

whether influenced by Dawson’s affidavit or not I 

cannot say.  

Do any of the neurodiversity activists resemble, 

can they speak for the little boy I saw just today?  

He is about 6 years old, completely non-verbal, 

darting constantly hither and yon, no interaction 

whatsoever with anyone, completely dependent on 

his parents, probably for the rest of his life unless 

someone, somehow, can get him some help.  I 

watched as his parents followed him from room to 

room, never relaxing their vigilance, so patient and 

loving and just dealing with the reality of their 

child’s severe challenges.  Clearly, this little one is 

not going to function or learn in a typical kinder-

garten or first grade class anytime soon. Clearly, 

it’s going to take some intensive intervention to 

help him learn some kind of communicative lan-

guage.  Who would dare attack his mother and fa-

ther for doing whatever they can to lessen the ef-

fects of autism in their son?   

(Continued from page 10) 

(Continued on page 12) 

_________ 
 4 Dawson, Michelle.  2004.  The Many Varieties of Being Written Off.   Retrieved from www.sentex.net/~nexus23/

naa_wro.html    

 5 Dawson, Michelle. 2004.   The Misbehaviour of Behaviourists.  Retrieved from www.sentex.net/~nexus23/naa_aba.html  

 6 Ibid 

 7 An Autistic at the Supreme Court. http://www.sentex.net/~nexus23/naa_sup.html#1b  

 8 Ibid  

http://www.sentex.net/~nexus23/naa_wro.html
http://www.sentex.net/~nexus23/naa_wro.html
file://psf/Home/Documents/ASAT 2015
http://www.sentex.net/~nexus23/naa_sup.html#1b
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David Celiberti: So you fear that the neurodi-

versity movement is fostering a resurgence of 

anti-ABA sentiment?   

Catherine Maurice: I believe that the neurodi-

versity premise holds the seeds of a potentially 

important perspective and I am waiting for a ra-

tional and cogent elucidation of that perspective.  

The idea that some people on the spectrum might 

not need treatment and might be offended at the 

notion of treatment or cure is not per se outrageous 

or illogical.  But I am troubled that from the outset 

the manifestoes of this movement tend to mini-

mize the devastating impact that autism has had on 

the majority of children diagnosed. And I’m trou-

bled that so many of the arguments have been 

muddied by an anti-treatment, specifically anti-

ABA animus, which is something that can harm 

other people’s children and the parents and profes-

sionals who care for them.   And I don’t think this 

theme is confined to just a few extremist voices 

out there.  The old shibboleths and stereotypes 

about ABA are resurfacing now in mainstream 

books and publications.    

The new bestseller, NeuroTribes, by Steve Silber-

man, offers an interesting example to which I can 

speak directly, since it happens to concern the 

ABA-based approach with which I am most famil-

iar, the one I describe in Let Me Hear Y our Voice.   

I don’t mean his book is focused on me – it’s a 

wide-ranging discussion of the history of autism as 

seen through different perspectives.  But he touch-

es on my book and the approach we used when our 

daughter was diagnosed.  As I read his comments, 

I was not particularly rattled by his mockery of my 

faith (Catherine fell to her knees!), or by his 

snarky description of my husband and me: “They 

threw themselves into the role of being ABA co-

therapists with the fervor of religious converts.”  

I’m used to all that.  To me it has become a hack-

neyed cliché to see parents who endorse ABA de-

picted as gullible, unquestioning cult followers. It 

would be futile as well to even comment on his 

insinuation that our daughter may have regained 

language through simple “maturation” or on his 

obvious scorn for the whole notion of recovery. 

What is relevant to this discussion is the way he 

describes the complex and constantly evolving 

program that we organized for our children in sim-

plistic, demeaning terms:  Basically as a quest to 

train a child through punishment and food bribery.  

Punishment? We said “no”  to certain behaviors.  

Food bribery?  He reduces our program to a snap-

shot of Anne Marie sitting in a chair being coaxed 

to complete tasks through the use of m&m’s, juice 

or food. Later, in discussing another family’s ap-

proach in comparison to ours, he hones his point: 

“Instead of aiming to extinguish Leo’s autistic be-

haviors, as the Maurices’ therapist had done, Fio-

na focused on teaching him skills that would ena-

ble him to care for himself and express his desires 

and preferences more effectively.” 9 

This is just strange to me.  I do not recognize our 

program or our therapists in this pastiche.  In Let 

Me Hear Your Voice, I describe in lengthy detail 

not only the “teaching of skills” but also the step-

by-step building of verbal communication, social 

rapport, and joyful interactions. There are multiple 

descriptions of praise, play, incidental teaching, 

and generalization across different settings – 

home, nursery school, the park, the grocery store, 

etc.  Why ignore the many passages illustrating 

how parents, therapists and teachers worked to 

help both children regain full communicative lan-

guage, to say nothing of self-care and “expressing 

preferences?” Does Mr. Silberman really believe 

that our children could progress through elemen-

tary school, middle school, high school, college 

and life without the ability to “express desires and 

(Continued from page 11) 

(Continued on page 13) 

_________ 

 9 Silberman, Steve. 2015.  NeuroTribes: The Legacy of Autism and the Future of Neurodiversity. Penguin Publishing 

Group. 
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preferences?”  It seems that he really wants the 

reader to believe that our approach consisted of 

discrete trials in a chair, m&m’s, punishment and 

extinguishing autistic behavior.  It makes me won-

der if he actually read the book I wrote, or just 

picked through, looking for the bits and pieces that 

could reinforce a stereotypically negative view of 

ABA. 

Why?  Why present such a skewed view?  I don’t 

know why anyone thinks the way they do or holds 

the opinions he or she holds, but as I read through 

NeuroTribes I was struck by two themes - themes 

that echo throughout the neurodiversity move-

ment:  the emphasis on autism as a “strange gift,” 

a different but wonderful kind of intelligence that 

has been misunderstood and unappreciated 

throughout history, and by the frequent descrip-

tions of how children in decades past were abused 

in the name of treatment.  As he delves into the 

history of autism, and the stories of the major 

players who shaped public perceptions and re-

sponses to autism, he discusses a parade of horrific 

interventions championed by this expert or that 

expert:  electroshock therapy, hitting children, 

screaming at them, depriving them of food, trying 

to force “sissy boys” to change their sexual orien-

tation, separating children from their “toxic” moth-

ers, locking them in closets, confining them to 

locked beds, etc.  In reading through all this, I 

thought “Who would not find such behavior ethi-

cally and morally wrong, repugnant?” No parent 

or professional that I have ever met endorses the 

primitive and cruel experiments from 50, 60, 70 

years ago that are described here.  With respect to 

ABA in particular, it bears repeating that this ap-

proach is not about any one man or one method 

and never has been.  Over the course of the past 

fifty years ABA has become a field of experi-

mental and applied research concerning human 

learning – a field to which hundreds of minds have 

contributed and a field that has steadily evolved in 

its understanding of how to maximize each child’s 

potential.  It’s not a way of destroying a child’s 

individuality; it’s a way to help a child have more 

control over his own choices.  I wish that parents 

scared off by terrible stories about ABA could wit-

ness the power of a son’s first words, a daughter’s 

joyful smiles under the care of patient loving ther-

apists such as I have known over the years.     

It was telling to me also that Silberman salutes and 

admires, in his final chapter, the important work 

being done by Michelle Dawson.   

David Celiberti: Are you familiar other per-

spectives that should be considered by those 

seeking a different take on this matter? 

Catherine Maurice: SIAT readers may wish to 

read the perspective of Jonathan Mitchell, a man 

diagnosed with autism as a child who struggles 

with complex challenges today and who offers his 

own remarks on the neurodiversity movement.  No 

one person speaks for all people with autism, just 

as no parent speaks for all parents, but I think his 

voice should be heard.  He asks: Are the people 

who espouse this philosophy typical of autistic 

people in general?  Do they represent the best in-

terests of the majority of people diagnosed with 

this condition? His answer is no and he explains 

why:  

I am a diagnosed autistic, nonverbal, feces 

smearing at age 3, 8-year veteran of spe-

cial education yet I do not share this view. 

I long for a cure for autism though a cure 

at age 52 is not the same as at age 3… 

…My problems are many. I have been fired 

from multiple jobs and had to retire from 

paid work at 51 (I am 52 now). I have nev-

er had a girlfriend…/ 

I also have problems applying myself and 

staying on task which has made it difficult 

for me to do many things I wanted to do 

like learn computer programming... What 

do these things have to do with societal 

accommodations?.../ 

(Continued from page 12) 

(Continued on page 14) 
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The internet has given a medium in which 

a small vocal minority can espouse their 

opinions and make it look like they are a 

much bigger group than they are. Most 

persons with an autism spectrum disorder 

have never had a web page or have ex-

pressed their opinions in the comments 

section of someone's blog and never will. 10 

But tolerance and diversity of opinion don’t work 

both ways I guess.  When I researched Jonathan 

Mitchell I found that he has become a target of the 

neurodiversity community:  “The man is a threat…

he is a hater….he hates himself” rant the bloggers 

– and they do not spare his 86 year old mother:  

She is the one who turned him into “a bitter hater.”   

Why?  Because she tried to find treatment for him 

when he was young.   

He still gets bullied, he says—but now it’s 

by members of the neurodiversity move-

ment. When not blaming his mother for his 

behavior, some have written mean-spirited 

songs about him. “They’ve called me 

turdball and buttwipe. One girl said I was 

like a Jew that sympathized with Nazis and 

I would gladly jump into [a] crematori-

um.” 11 

So a lonely man who wants to talk about his strug-

gles honestly, along with his mother, has somehow 

become the target of Internet hate.   

Who speaks for people with autism? Claims to 

speak for all members of any constituency - all 

women, men, gays, blacks, Hispanics, people with 

schizophrenia, people with autism - always seems 

to be the mark of a bullying movement that toler-

ates no disagreement.  According to the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, “nearly all 

children (94%) with ASD [Autism Spectrum Dis-

order] have special health care needs, defined as 

requiring health or related services beyond those 

required by children generally.” 12 Maybe the neu-

rodiversity people could recognize this fact and 

stop attacking families and professionals who are 

trying to provide those services, stop attacking 

people who find their own voice, as Jonathan has 

found his, and stop attacking parents of children 

with no voice, as a friend remarked to me recently.  

Her son is 25 years old and has no language, no 

voice save the advocacy of the people who love 

him most, his mother and father.    

But the rhetoric against parents who choose treat-

ment – especially ABA treatment - continues to 

grow and grow with every new bestseller on the 

Neurodiversity bandwagon.  Some journalists - 

thank goodness - are taking notice, finally:  “Stop 

Whitewashing Autism” is the title of an article in 

Psychology Today, in response to the Silberman 

book.  “NeuroTribes calls autism a “gift” but par-

ents paint a much different picture,” writes Amy S. 

F. Lutz. To illustrate her point, she includes testi-

monials parents allowed her to share:  Here’s one 

of many: 

You know I love my little girl more than 

anything but I hate autism so much I hate 

that nothing comes natural it all has to be 

taught I hate the meltdowns and lashing out 

I hate the self injury behaviors even more!  

I hate that even with meds we still have 

nights where we are up all night I hate the 

isolation and not having a normal life just 

simple things we can’t do.  I hate that she 

can’t speak or even understand me!  I hate 

that she won’t eat and lives off pediasure! 

(Continued from page 13)  

(Continued on page 15) 

_________ 
10 Mitchell, Jonathan. 2007.  Retrieved from www.jonathans-stories.com/journal/index.html 
11 Hayasaki, Erika.  Feb 18, 2015.  The Debate Over an Autism Cure Turns Hostile. Newsweek.  
12 Pringle, B.A et al:  2012. Diagnostic History and treatment of school-aged children with autism spectrum disorder and 

special health care needs.  NCHS data brief, no 97.    

http://www.jonathans-stories.com/journal/index.html
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[sic] What I really want for her more than 

anything is happiness to be able to take her 

place without all the screaming even if she 

is in a damn stroller happy flapping away I 

don’t care as long as she is happy! 13 

And how do the NeuroTribes fans react to this 

mother?  Again, just one sample:  

You don’t deserve your child if that is what 

you think and this kind of talk honestly is 

hugely triggering. This is the kind of talk 

that paaaarents who commit filicide say to 

justify murdering their children!  You 

should be ashamed of yourself! 14  

This person keeps posting and posting on her 

theme of evil parents, each time spelling it 

“paaaarents,” who knows why.  To mock, I guess.   

Does this movement have spokespeople who do 

not attack ABA professionals who are trying to 

help kids? Who do not accuse parents of wanting 

to “extinguish” their children who have this diag-

nosis?  Who do not rip into parents or people with 

autism who want to talk about their struggles hon-

estly?  After some searching, I found someone 

who offers a more temperate view than the bulk of 

what I had to wade through to comment on this 

question: A supporter of the movement, Nick Du-

bin, PsyD, recognizes that autism can have “some 

disabling consequences” and counsels more under-

standing on all sides:  

If high functioning autistics would take the 

time to truly empathize with the struggles 

faced by parents of severely challenged 

children on the spectrum, and be support-

ive of them finding treatments to alleviate 

their children’s physical and emotional suf-

fering, the resentment felt by opponents of 

the neurodiversity movement might just 

begin to subside. And if the parents of 

more severely challenged children with 

autism could view autism as the diverse 

spectrum it is – a continuum with vast dif-

ferences even on the higher-functioning, 

Asperger’s end – one would hope the re-

sentment Aspies feel would also subside. 15 

It’s nice that he acknowledges the existence of se-

verely challenged children, but I have a question:  

Which parents do not recognize that autism is a 

spectrum? Parents are told it is a spectrum from 

the first moment they enter the world of diagnosis, 

and are reminded in every single documentary or 

article on autism that it is a spectrum.  It’s called 

ASD, for heavens sake, which stands for Autism 

Spectrum Disorder. And yet, that does not explain 

why someone on the more verbal end of the spec-

trum would presume to lecture others on the 

“unethicality” of treatment, presume to intervene 

against parents in their quest for justice for their 

own children.   And which parents are trying to 

cure or change or impose treatment on those le-

gions of ‘”higher functioning” people anyway?    

David Celiberti: I appreciate how much time 

you have taken looking so carefully and com-

passionately on these myriad views.  How do 

you synthesize all this? 

Catherine Maurice: After  r eflecting long and 

hard on this question, and reading though so many 

impassioned opinions, here’s my view, at least for 

now: I can understand why someone on the less 

severe end of the spectrum would have objections 

to the word “cure” and would want to lobby for 

acceptance and understanding of who he or she is, 

autism and all.  Setting aside whether you think a 

(Continued from page 14) 

(Continued on page 16) 

_________ 
13 Lutz, Amy S.F. Sept 28 2015.  “Please Stop Whitewashing Autism.” Psychology Today.  
14 Online commentary: Sept 28 2015. “Please Stop Whitewashing Autism.”  Psychology Today website. 
15 Dubin, Nick. 2011.  “Neurodiversity.  A Balanced Opinion.”  Autism Asperger’s Digest online article. 
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cure is a good thing or a bad thing, it is clear that 

people with autism have different perspectives on 

this question.  Some like Jonathan feel that autism 

has robbed them of some of life’s happiness.  Oth-

ers feel that autism is part of who they are and they 

don’t want to be seen or treated as defective peo-

ple.  Others find support and comfort within a 

movement that brings them a sense of community 

and belonging.  Others may have been diagnosed 

when little, received intensive intervention, and 

recovered to the point where they no longer meet 

any diagnostic criteria for autism– and they too are 

happy with who they are and with the opportuni-

ties opened up to them. It is important to listen to 

rational views on all sides of this issue.  In my life, 

there is a person I love 

who probably meets the 

diagnostic criteria for 

Asperger’s syndrome 

even though he has nev-

er received that label.   I 

believe this highly intel-

ligent young man with 

his very focused inter-

ests could benefit from a 

peer group who would open their arms to him in 

loving acceptance of who he is, whatever his 

quirks or differences. He has no friends and his 

mother has confided to me that he feels very lone-

ly.  Perhaps the neurodiversity movement could 

eventually help someone like him, if for no other 

reason than to let him know that he is not alone in 

the world.  But this young man has language, he 

graduated from college, he has prospects for em-

ployment and independence.  His needs are not the 

needs of all people with autism.  Maybe, just may-

be, a multiplicity of viewpoints can co-exist in har-

mony if all sides acknowledge the fact that some 

people need more intensive intervention and treat-

ment than others, and parents who choose such 

intervention for their minor children have a right 

to do so, just as they have a right to educate their 

children and prepare them for life.  Yes, we need 

to see every human being as unique, worthy of re-

spect and love, whatever the differences are.  But 

the reality is that autism can create challenges, 

sometimes very severe, and no level of accommo-

dations or goodwill is going to mitigate those chal-

lenges unless we find ways of helping those who 

need help.  It’s not just a matter being brilliant but 

geeky, or having a special but wonderful form of 

intelligence.  Autism is something that can harm a 

person’s ability to function and find connection in 

the world.  And that’s not because the world hates 

people with autism, refuses to accommodate their 

differences or wants to get rid of them. 

It’s because to build a relationship, hold a job or 

live your own life independently you need a cer-

tain level of functional language, self-regulation, 

cognitive maturity and social skills. The neurodi-

versity movement can 

help build support for all 

people with autism - but 

not by attacking profes-

sionals who have spent 

their lives trying to help 

people achieve their full-

est potential, and not by 

reviling parents who are 

exercising their right and 

responsibility to help their child achieve these 

milestones.  

 

David Celiberti: Thank you kindly for your 

honest and heartfelt thoughts on these topics. 

From the outset, your written words have 

opened not only doors, but hearts and minds as 

well.    

(Continued from page 15) 

Maybe, just maybe, a multiplicity of view-

points can co-exist in harmony if all sides 

acknowledge the fact that some people 

need more intensive intervention and treat-

ment than others. 

— Catherine Maurice 
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CLINICAL CORNER 

 

Preventing and Addressing Bullying of Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

By Lori Ernsperger, PhD, BCBA-D  

W e have a nine-year old daughter with ASD who started 3rd grade in a new 

school. She is coming home every day very upset due to other students calling her 

names and isolating her from social activities. We wanted her to attend the neighbor-

hood school but how can we protect her from bullying? 

Answered by Lori Ernsperger, Ph.D., BCBA-D Executive Director of Behavioral Training Resource 

Center, LLC and author of Recognize, Respond, Report: Preventing and Addressing Bullying of Stu-

dents With Special Needs 

 

Unfortunately, bullying and disability-based harassment is a common issue for individuals with Au-

tism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). As parents, you have a right to ensure that the school provides a 

multi-tiered framework of protection for your daughter to receive a free appropriate public education 

(FAPE) in the least restrictive environment and free from disability-based harassment. Start by edu-

cating yourself on the current legal regulations and best practices for preventing bullying in schools. 

Recognize 

Recognizing the startling prevalence rates of bullying for students with ASD is the first step in devel-

oping a comprehensive bullying and disability-based harassment program for your daughter. Accord-

ing to the Interactive Autism Network (IAN, 2012), 63% of students with ASD were bullied in 

schools. An additional report from the Massachusetts Advocates for Children (Ability Path, 2011) 

surveyed 400 parents of children with ASD and found that nearly 88% reported their child had been 
(Continued on page 19) 

October is Bullying Prevention Month so this installment on bullying prevention 

is not only a helpful resource for parents and clinicians, but also a timely one. It is 

unfortunate that bullying and other forms of harassment are a reality for so many 

individuals with autism and other developmental disabilities. In this edition of 

Clinical Corner, Dr. Lori Ernsperger offers readers some tools to help recognize 

and respond to such situations when they occur as well as resources for parents to 

advocate for effective bullying prevention policies in schools. 

 

Nicole Pearson, PsyD, BCBA-D 

Clinical Corner Coordinator 
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bullied in school. According to Dr. Kowalski, a professor at Clemson University, “because of diffi-

culty with social interactions and the inability to read social cues, children with ASD have higher 

rates of peer rejection and higher frequencies of verbal and physical attacks” (Ability Path, 2011). 

In addition to recognizing the prevalence of bullying of students with ASD in schools, parents must 

also recognize the complexities and various forms of bullying. Bullying of students with ASD not 

only includes direct contact or physical assault but as with your daughter’s experience, it can take 

milder, more indirect forms such as repeated mild teasing, subtle insults, social exclusion, and the 

spreading of rumors about other students. All adults must recognize that laughter at another person’s 

expense is a form of bullying and should be immediately addressed.  

Finally, recognizing the legal safeguards that protect your daughter is critical in preventing bullying. 

Bullying and/or disability-based harassment may result in the violation of federal laws including: 

1. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (PL 93-112)  

2. Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 2008 (PL 110-325) 

3. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA) of 2004 (PL 108-446)  

The Office of Civil Rights (OCR), along with the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Ser-

vices (OSERS), have written guidance letters to all schools to clarify that educational institutions are 

held legally accountable to provide an educational environment that ensures equal educational oppor-

tunities for all students, free of a hostile environment. Any parent can access and print these Dear 

Colleague Letters and distribute them to school personnel working with their child.  

  US Department of Education/Office of Civil Rights (October 2014) 

  US Department of Education/Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (August 

2013) 

  US Department of Education/Office of Civil Rights (October 2010) 

  US Department of Education (July 2000) 

Respond 

Effective programs for preventing bullying of children with ASD in your daughter’s school should 

include multi-tiered interventions, starting with prevention strategies at the district level and extend-

ing down to individual level supports in the classroom. As a parent you should insist on a comprehen-

sive and nuanced intervention that is not piecemeal or otherwise unidimensional. A multi-tiered 

framework for preventing bullying and disability-based harassment includes:  

(Continued from page 18) 

(Continued on page 20) 
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1. District-wide and school-wide written policies and practices that focus on universal pre-

vention strategies that target the majority of students, including students with ASD. 

2. Classroom interventions that explicitly teach a “bystander education program” through 

integrated activities within the daily curriculum. A bystander education program teaches 

all students to identify when students may need help from peers, how they can safely in-

tervene, and specific reporting procedures. 

3. Individual-level interventions that focus on providing evidence-based supports and ser-

vices to students with ASD who may be the victim or perpetrator of bullying behaviors. 

As parents, you can request written policies and procedures from your district leaders and discuss 

classroom interventions with your daughter’s principal and teacher. In addition, because students 

with ASD are often victims of bullying, your daughter’s individualized education program (IEP) 

should include written goals for social skills, speech and language skills, and self-advocacy skills. 

Students with ASD require an educational approach that is concrete and sends a positive message on 

how to address bullies. Dr. Michelle Borba (2001) has designed CALM, a bullying prevention ap-

proach that can easily be taught to students with ASD, with simple rules and easy to follow steps.  

  The first step in the CALM approach is to “Cool down.” Teach your daughter to recognize 

stress signals (e.g. sweaty hands, rapid heartbeat, and stomachache) and learn calming strate-

gies such as deep breathing and positive value statements which can be practiced at home and 

at school.  

  The second step is to “Assert Yourself.”  Part of a social skills curriculum for children with 

ASD should include teaching assertive body language. Role playing and video modeling can 

assist in teaching non-verbal body language that can deflect bullying attempts.  

  The third step is to “Look them in the eye.” Although eye contact can be difficult for some 

students with ASD, parents and school professionals should teach children how to face a bully 

and look them in the eye. Using visual supports may be beneficial in teaching eye contact dur-

ing a bullying attempt.  

  The last step in the CALM approach is “Mean it.” The speech and language therapist or other 

highly trained school personnel should work directly with your daughter on specific language 

scripts on how to respond to a bully. Students should learn a non-confrontational script such as 

“stop that,” “leave me alone,” “you are being a bully,” or “get away from me.”  

Each step of the CALM approach can be taught discretely or through social narratives and other edu-

cational methods. Integrating the steps for the CALM approach within your daughter’s IEP will en-

sure that school personnel will monitor progress for mastering these skills. In addition, role-playing 

an incident of bullying at home can provide the necessary practice for your daughter to feel compe-

tent during an actual incident of bullying.  

(Continued from page 19) 

(Continued on page 21) 
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Report 

The bullying your daughter is experiencing may be disability-based harassment if it meets the 4-

Prong criteria detailed by the Office of Civil Rights (see below). It is important to remember that 

even if the bullying of your daughter does not meet the 4-Prong criteria, a bullying incident may be 

considered a violation of FAPE and the IEP team should meet to consider any changes to her pro-

gram.  

In order to investigate and determine a violation, parents must report bullying to school officials. Un-

fortunately, not all states require reporting and some have insufficient reporting procedures. For more 

information on how to report bullying and sample letters for writing to the school principal, the Na-

tional Bullying Prevention Center has numerous resources available for parents to utilize (please vis-

it: http://www.pacer.org/bullying/resources/parents/). 

The U.S. Department of Education and OCR have made it clear to school districts that they must im-

plement a comprehensive approach to report an incident of suspected disability-based harassment, 

eliminate the hostile environment - which may include disciplining the bullies-, and monitor that the 

harassment does not resume.  

Individuals with ASD, like your daughter, have a right to attend school, free of harassment, where 

school professionals teach acceptance and create a positive school environment that is inclusive of all 

students. In order to protect your daughter from the long-term ill effects of bullying, you must com-

municate your concerns directly with school personnel  and maintain documentation. Request an IEP 

meeting to incorporate your observations into the IEP. Share the “Dear Colleague Letters” with 

school personnel and convey your intentions to closely monitor the situation.  

Parents play an important role in demanding that school district leaders adopt policies and procedures 

for reporting and tracking bullying and disability-based harassment. For more information, please 

visit  www.stopbullying.gov. 

 

1. Student is an individual with a disability and receives unwelcome conduct or harassment 

based on the student’s disability,  

2. The bullying is sufficiently severe, persistent or pervasive to create a hostile environ-

ment, 

3. School officials know or reasonably should have known about the harassment, and, 

4. School failed to respond appropriately to end the harassment. School personnel must 

take immediate action to eliminate the hostile environment and prevent it from recurring 

and, as appropriate, remedy its effects. 

Bullying 4-Prong Criteria for Disability-Based Harassment 

http://www.pacer.org/bullying/resources/parents/psf/Home/Documents/ASAT%202015
http://www.stopbullying.gov
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Organization for Autism Research., available at www.researchautism.org/resources/

newsletters/2015/September2015.asp#Message 
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CONSUMER CORNER 
 

Annotated Resources: Bullying 

By Sunbul Rai, MSc, BCBA; Renee Wozniak, PhD, BCBA-D; Rachel L. Liebert   

Highlighting the very serious issue of bullying, for this issue's Consumer Corner, 

our ASAT research team has created a valuable list of resources to help the parent 

whose child with autism is being targeted as well as teachers and school 

administrators who want to take action against bullying. To save valuable time, 

resources have been summarized succinctly to enable parents and professionals to 

quickly find a practical strategy to protect their loved one.  Keep in mind that this 

worthwhile resource will also be archived on the ASAT website for future reference. 

 

Sabrina Freeman, PhD 

Consumer Corner Coordinator 

1. National Autism Association (2015). A & S bullying: 5 things parents can do - 

www.autismsafety.org/bullying-tips.php 

The National Autism Association (NAA, 2015) provides a brief and practical list of five steps parents 

can take to address and prevent bullying in school, including 1) preparing the team, 2) addressing 

bullying with specific goals in the Individualized Education Plan (IEP), 3) preparing your child, 4) 

monitoring your child for signs of being bullied and 5) using the complaint process. To prepare the 

team, NAA suggests politely making it clear that you will be involved in helping the team to avoid 

your child’s victimization, and clearly communicating with teachers, administrators, the school 

board, and possibly the child's peers to provide information on the child's specific strengths and chal-

lenges, Autism Spectrum Disorder, and the problem of bullying. In the IEP, NAA suggests address-

ing bullying by including social skills and self-advocacy goals, applicable accommodations, a famil-

iarization plan, and specific peer support. To prepare your child, it is suggested to talk to him/her 

about appropriate friendships and about bullying, obtain social skills training if possible, and to help 

him/her get organized and oriented to the school in advance. Next, NAA suggests monitoring your 

child consistently for signs of being bullied by visiting the school often and keeping the lines of com-

munication open with your child and teachers. If the complaint process is necessary, be persistent 

while avoiding being overly emotional; begin with informal written resolutions, moving to filing a 

complaint if necessary, while keeping in mind your rights under “The Individualized with Disabili-

ties Education Act” (IDEA, 2004).   

"A & S Bullying: 5 Things Parents Can Do" is a quick read that may help parents take some simple 

first steps in addressing and preventing bullying issues for their child. 

 

(Continued on page 24) 
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2. Autism Speaks (2015). Combating bullying - 

www.autismspeaks.org/family-services/bullying 

"Combating Bullying" is a compilation of information 

surrounding bullying of individuals with ASD, includ-

ing links to a variety of Internet and other resources. 

Some of the links include the Interactive Autism Net-

work (IAN)'s study on bullying experiences of chil-

dren on the autism spectrum, a Special Needs Anti-

Bullying Toolkit, the trailer for and information on 

Bully: A Documentary, links to almost 20 books, 10 

websites, and to other resources including a DVD and 

a list of signs that your child might be being bullied. 

The compilation addresses bullying of individuals 

with ASD and Asperger's Syndrome, and includes in-

formation on bullying in schools, cyber bullying, and 

more. Information may be useful for parents, caregivers, educators, school administrators, individu-

als with ASD, and peers/friends of individuals with ASD. 

3. Autism Intervention Research Network on Behavioral Health (2013) - Remaking recess 

www.airbnetwork.org/remaking.asp 

The Autism Intervention Research Network on Behavioral Health provides access to a booklet on a 

social skills intervention called “Remaking Recess” for use in the school setting. The booklet pro-

vides a treatment overview (helping children with ASD learn to engage with peers in the school-

setting) and a brief summary of playground engagement states (solitary, onlooker, parallel, parallel-

aware, joint engagement, games with rules) followed by specific strategies that can be implemented 

at recess time. Intervention strategies are included for a variety of situations, including 1) transition-

ing to an engaging activity and setting up, 2) providing popular developmentally-appropriate games 

and activities, 3) in-vivo social skills instruction, 4) facilitating peer conversations, 5) playing games, 

6) sustaining engagement, 6) fading out of an activity and 7) a quick guide to boosting peer engage-

ment.  One of the main purposes of the intervention is to prevent bullying by aiming to improve the 

social inclusion of elementary-aged children with ASD by means of facilitated interactions with 

peers.  Remaking Recess may be useful for individuals in educational settings who wish to take pro-

active steps to reduce bullying.  

4. Committee for Children (2015). Second step bullying prevention unit - www.cfchildren.org/

second-step/research 

The Committee for Children is a non-profit organization that uses education with the aim to prevent 

bullying, child abuse and youth violence.  The Second Step Bullying Prevention Unit is a current ini-

tiative through The Committee for Children and is aimed at the reducing bullying and peer victimiza-

(Continued from page 23) 

(Continued on page 25) 
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tion. The website includes information on the Second Step Bullying Prevention Unit Program as well 

as that program’s outcomes. It comprises an article on the role of social-emotional learning (SEL) in 

bullying prevention efforts and highlights the importance of specific social and emotional skills 

taught in SEL programs, which include 1) empathy, 2) emotion management, 3) social problem solv-

ing, and 4) social competence. They indicate that that the implementation of the Second Step Bully-

ing Prevention Unit can help empower schools to prevent and reduce bullying.  It may be useful for 

professionals and parents alike to help them better understand specific skills that need to be taught to 

children to help prevent bullying.   

5. AbilityPath.org: Support for Parents of Children with Special Needs (2014).  Bullying - 

www.abilitypath.org/areas-of-development/learning--schools/bullying/ 

AbilityPath.Org provides many resources on their website around bullying but one of the highlights 

is their comprehensive report on bullying that is aimed as a support for parents of children with spe-

cial needs. The report is entitled “Walk a Mile in Their Shoes: Bullying and the Child with Special 

Needs” and emphasizes the “silent epidemic” of bullying that children with special needs face on a 

daily basis. It has several sections, which include:  an overview of the report, testimonials from par-

ents and children, targets: children with special needs, statistics, signs of being bullied, cyber bully-

ing, teachable moments, the IEP, the law, the experts, the anti-bully program, and the call to action. 

Furthermore, it also has several parent toolkits along with a teacher toolkit to help caregivers identify 

signs of bullying, and it highlights proactive steps that can be taken to protect a child with special 

needs. The information is also geared towards cyber bullying, which is bullying that can be conduct-

ed through the use of technology. For example, one of the parent toolkits stresses the importance of 

protecting a child with special needs by teaching the child not to reveal personal information online, 

limiting online time, reviewing security settings on the computer and so forth. “Walk a Mile in Their 

Shoes: Bullying and the Child with Special Needs” promotes awareness, provides resources on bully-

ing and its impact, and may be useful for parents, caregivers, teachers, administrators and other pro-

fessionals working with children with special needs. 

6. PBIS: Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports (2015). Bully prevention in SWPBS - 

www.pbis.org/school/bully-prevention 

PBIS: Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports (2015) provides bully prevention manuals for 

the elementary, middle, and high school levels. The manuals are meant as a resource for the school 

setting and aim to provide students with the tools needed to be free of bullying through the use of 

school-wide positive behavior interventions and supports. The program described in the manual is 

divided into six lessons and focuses on the “stop/walk/talk procedure” for gossip, inappropriate re-

marks, and cyber bullying. The stop/walk/talk procedure involves physical and verbal components 

with examples provided of when they can be used appropriately and non-examples, of when they 

shouldn’t be implemented. The manual emphasizes teaching the skill, followed by practice and role-

playing for a variety of scenarios. The lessons are easy to read and are ready for implementation in 

(Continued from page 24) 

(Continued on page 26) 
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the classroom setting. PBIS’s bully prevention manuals may be useful for teachers or other educators 

in school (or similar) settings. 

7. National School Climate Center. (2015).  Educating minds and hearts… because the three R’s 

are not enough - http://schoolclimate.org/ 

The National School Climate Center is an organization that utilizes relevant research to establish and 

distribute guidelines to encourage acceptance and safety in schools. The Center offers professional de-

velopment programs for educators, parents, and after-school supervisors to better understand and pro-

mote children’s social and emotional wellness and communication.  Their website offers guidelines to 

help educators and parents establish and maintain safe and comfortable schools and homes by under-

standing social and emotional learning. The "Bully Prevention" section of the website includes a 

toolkit called "The Breaking the Bully-Victim-Bystander Cycle Tool Kit". This resource may be useful 

for educators who wish to create a positive school climate. 

8. The Bully Project. (2015) - www.thebullyproject.com/ 

The Bully Project is a website that aims to take action on bullying. It focuses on a documentary about 

children who were bullied during the 2009-2010 academic year and how their parents supported them 

and modeled “upstander” rather than “bystander” behavior. The website invites users to share their 

own stories and host or organize screenings of the film to raise awareness.  The site also includes tools 

(including DVDs and toolkits that can be purchased) for students, parents, advocates, and educators, 

with a section devoted to individuals with special needs. The tools for educators are also available in 

Spanish. The "Roadmap to Building a Caring and Respectful School Community" includes work that 

was produced with the assistance of the Making Caring Common Initiative at the Harvard Graduate 

School of Education. The website also provides interested individuals a platform in which they can 

take action by joining regional anti-bully project teams. This resource may be useful for those looking 

to increase awareness and to take steps on reducing bullying.   

9. Pacer’s National Bullying Prevention Center (2015). The end of bullying begins with you - 

www.pacer.org/bullying/ 

Pacer’s National Bullying Prevention Center’s website was developed for children and teenagers to be 

part of a social cause to end bullying. It includes a section dedicated to students with disabilities with 

legal information and template letters for parents to send to their child’s school to serve as notification 

of a bullying situation and a written record of having done so. The website also directs children and 

teenagers to other helpful resources including KidsAgainstBullying.org and TeensAgainstBullying.org. 

Ample information is provided about National Bullying Prevention Month (October) including a brief 

history, opportunities to register for events, key points to make should you wish to give a presentation, 

and directions to request a governor’s proclamation. Educator toolkits are available under the resources 

tab, and they include classroom toolkits, community toolkits, student-created toolkits, and activities for 

youth.  Additionally, there is a guide for planning school events, and a peer advocacy guide. This web-

site may be useful for children and teenagers who want to make a difference and provides tangible re-

sources to reduce bullying. 

(Continued from page 25) 
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10. U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (2015).  Stopbullying.gov - http://

stopbullying.gov 

This government website provides a wealth of resources across a variety of areas, in both English and 

Spanish. An array of topics is covered with related subtopics and links. General topics and subtopics 

include: what is bullying - definition, roles kids play, and related topics (e.g., harassment, teen dating 

violence, peer conflict and more); cyber bullying - what is it?, how to prevent it, how to report it, and 

risk factors; who is at risk - warning signs, effects, and considerations for specific groups (including 

bullying and youth with disabilities and special health needs); preventing bullying - how to talk about 

it, prevention at school, working in the community, and a training center which includes videos, read-

ing modules, research and statistics, training manuals, toolkits, user guides and additional resources; 

responding to bullying - stopping it on the spot, finding out what happened, supporting the kids in-

volved, and being more than a bystander; and get help now, which includes steps to take to resolve a 

range of bullying situations. Additional sections include links to both federal and state policies and 

laws, a blog, and news releases (including media guidelines). Several resources may be useful for 

education/training including images and info graphics, over 30 videos, and hundreds of links to cam-

paigns, tips, toolkits and trainings, research, evidence-based programs, podcasts, conference materi-

als and webinars. When searching for a resource, specifics can be selected to narrow the search by 

topic, type, source type (federal or non-federal) and date. This website may be useful for parents, ed-

ucators, the community, teens, kids, and anyone wanting to learn more about bullying and gain ac-

cess to resources to fit almost any need.   

(Continued from page 26) 
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PERSPECTIVES 
 

Interviews with Connor Archer from The Courageous Steps Projects and His 

Mother Jessica Archer 

By Franca Pastro, BA, ASAT Board Member 

Interview with Connor Archer 

Franca: I visited your Courageous Steps Project 

(CSP) website, Connor, and I must say - you have 

created an impressive organization with such hon-

ourable causes! What motivated you to start CSP 

and what projects are you currently working on? 

Connor: After  my challenges of overcoming obsta-

cles of autism, I saw a need in our society - helping 

other young children with challenges. It started with 

summers spent at The Green House Nursery School, 

where I was a student, helping with the garden and 

painting steps, and then eventually, two years ago, the 

Courageous Steps Project came to be. With Courageous Steps, I have a few projects: the Back to 

School Drive to provide school supplies to many area schools for students with and without disabili-

ties, and the School Technology Drive to get computer devices for the students and staff.  For students 

graduating from Old Town High School, I began the Scholarship Fund for students (with or without 

disabilities) who have overcome or are living with challenges to order to help them achieve their edu-

cational goals.  My latest project is the “One Word” video which is a video you can watch on my web-

site - I want to educate others about focusing on the person, and not on the disability. 

Franca: Managing CSP requires a lot of work and commitment, especially when you are still a 

full-time student. How do you manage?! 

Connor: My mom more than anyone helps me with Courageous Steps. She dr ives around and 

helps me get sponsors, and solicits donations in gift cards and items for silent auctions for my events, 

so that way I can be a full-time student and athlete, and achieve times in my running that are impres-

(Continued on page 29) 

In this issue of Perspectives, we are featuring Connor Archer and his organization,  

The Courageous Steps Projects, a fundraising organization that honors and 

supports people who have taken steps to overcome challenges. We have also 

conducted an interview with Connor’s mother, Jessica Archer, who gave us better 

understanding and appreciation of Connor’s remarkable journey and 

achievements. 

 

Franca Pastro, BA 

Perspectives Coordinator 
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sive. We brainstorm ideas for fundraisers together and think through the details together. She usually 

helps to write my speeches as we talk over what I want to say, and with organizing my day because 

she understands how my brain works - we are a good team. I also ask my friends to help me volunteer 

at my events, and help me get people to show up at my events. My dad helps me with my silent auc-

tions, and contacts people with emails, which helps me get more proceeds quicker, and takes less ener-

gy from my end. As far as Courageous Steps is concerned, I created and manage the website all by 

myself. I enjoy technology and the upkeep of a website that represents Courageous Steps in a clean 

way.    

Franca: What are your future plans? 

Connor: My future plans are to go to a four -year college. I plan on attending Husson University or 

the University of Maine as they have good business management and technology programs. I know I 

have a strength in the technology field and I think I can be very good at business, as I have worked to 

build my Project and my plan is to continue and expand it. I also want to minor in coaching, as I want 

to be a distance track coach one day - I love running and want to share my passion. 

Franca: I can imagine you’ve gone through tremendous changes in your life. What has helped 

you overcome the challenges associated with autism? 

Connor: “It takes a community to raise a child.”  It takes therapists, parents, siblings, friends, teach-

ers, psychologists, doctors, community members, etc. I was fortunate to have so many of those support 

systems in place, to help me overcome those challenges. My mom made me do some things that I did-

n’t want to do through the years. She pushed me out of my comfort zone because she recognized that 

is what I needed to learn and be an active student and citizen. It was not always easy to do new things 

and sometimes I still resist, but she always encourages me and reminds me that, with time, new things 

won't be as hard. I get tired and sometimes I feel stress because I have a lot to do and a lot I want to 

do, but my family is very, very supportive and they help me whenever I need it. So many people had 

to be a critical part of my life, whether they knew it at the time or not, to get me to where I am today 

and I am so grateful. I want to give back and to show others that even the smallest action can make a 

difference. 

 

(Continued from page 28) 

(Continued on page 30) 
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Franca: What would you say to other individuals with autism who are beginning to plan their 

future? 

Connor: If you are an individual living with autism, perseverance and determination are the two 

words that come to mind. There have been very few days in which I have not had to persevere in some 

way and determination has helped me to get to where I am today. There are going to be tough days 

ahead. I think of the achievements that I have already made, and I continue to strive to reach goals, as 

many others should as well. It may take months, years, and decades, until you see the impact. But it is 

worth it when you do! 

 

Interview with Jessica Archer 

Franca:  It is hard to really appreciate Connor’s achievements without knowing where he began. 

Can you share your journey with Connor from the time of his diagnosis? 

Jessica: Connor  was diagnosed with autism shor tly after  his third bir thday. We became con-

cerned with his development when he was around 18 months, thinking that he might have a hearing 

problem because there were times that he would not respond to our voices. He was a very happy, con-

tent baby, but he did not seem interested in typical things and events. For example, during his second 

Christmas (22 months old), he was not really interested in the presents and tree like his older brother 

had been at that age. He was content to play with a toy that made musical sounds, pressing the same 

buttons over and over again.  

Connor would interact with our family by smiling and laughing, but he did not talk to us. He would 

listen to stories; however, he would not interact with the story. He was pretty much oblivious to visi-

tors and preferred to run into the other room and listen to music or press buttons on toys, but never re-

ally played with them in the traditional sense. We shared our concerns with our pediatrician, and we 

were told that some children just acquired language later. It was more than just language acquisition, 

though.  The most impactful moment for me was leaving home to give birth to my third son and hear-

ing about Connor’s reaction from my mother, who was looking after him. He was very upset, tipping 

chairs and throwing things, crying, but unable to 

speak (because he could not form words). Later 

that day, my mother brought Connor to the hospi-

tal. I remember, so clearly, him looking at me, 

smiling, then lying down on the floor with his 

blanket and falling asleep. He was exhausted, but 

knew that his mommy was still part of his world. I 

knew at that moment, that I needed to find answers 

to help my little boy. 

Franca: After diagnosis, what followed? 

Jessica: Connor  star ted interventions shor tly 

after his diagnosis of autism. He began with 

(Continued from page 29) 

(Continued on page 31) 
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speech therapy, but that was unsuccessful because he did not have receptive language skills to under-

stand the commands of a speech therapist. We felt he needed behavioral interventions first. Because he 

could not communicate, he got frustrated and often knocked things over, emptied containers of toys 

and sometimes he was aggressive (hitting, biting). We visited a number of schools that would provide 

early intervention to teach him the skills that he needed, but it was not until we stumbled upon The 

Green House that I knew I had found the right school.  

I was sold on the fact that it was an inclusive program and knew that, in order for Connor to learn typi-

cal behavior and language, he needed to be exposed to typical behavior and language. The Green 

House provided the best of both worlds: direct instruction (Applied Behavior Analysis intervention 

supervised by a qualified Board Certified Behavior Analyst) and kids learning while in the presence of 

their typically developing peers. He needed to be able to "practice" his skills in a real world setting 

with continued support from teachers who could take skills learned in a 1:1 setting and have him gen-

eralize them with peers.  

Connor began his 40+ hours/week of in-

tervention that fall (3.5 years old). We 

started teaching him sign language and 

used the PECSTM system for about a year 

as he SLOWLY acquired language. We 

had to teach him language by teaching 

sounds, then sections of words, then 

words, then phrases, then sentences. The 

process was arduous. His apraxia was 

very significant and the challenge to de-

velop language was daunting for him and 

his teachers and therapists. Motor plan-

ning was a huge hurdle, not only with 

moving his mouth to create sounds (and 

eventually words), but moving his hands 

and body to do almost anything. 

Franca:  How much involvement did you personally have in Connor’s development? 

I really knew very little about autism when Connor was diagnosed 14 years ago. I did know, however, 

that I would need to help him to learn; that was obvious. I started reading many books, taking classes 

at the University of Maine, eventually earning a Master’s degree in special education and a Certificate 

of Advanced Study in special education and literacy. I also learned from sessions with Connor's thera-

pists and teachers. They showed me how to continue the learning process that Connor received during 

his 1:1 sessions. I quickly learned that Connor would need many additional hours of reinforcement and 

teaching at home, too, in order to learn skills and make gains.  

This continued right into his public school years. I recall sitting in his IEP meetings and explaining to 

teachers that there was simply no way that they (his teachers) could teach him all he needed to know 

during the six hours he attended each day in school. I requested materials and frequent communication 

(Continued from page 30) 
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with teachers in order to be his “at home teacher.” Connor worked hard, but he really did not know 

that his schooling, year round and extended days (4-6 more hours) was not the norm. He had started at 

such a young age and I think much of his current work ethic stemmed from that early schedule and the 

need to put in so many hours in order to learn so many skills. 

Franca:  As all this has unfolded over the years, how has it impacted your life personally and as 

a family?  

Jessica: I am a better  teacher , parent, and overall human being for  having Connor  in my life, 

and I believe the other members in our family would concur because Connor has taught all of us that 

life can have insurmountable obstacles and each day can seem more daunting than the previous, but it 

is necessary to just keep moving forward. Connor has taught all of us that we need not fear failure be-

cause it is a critical part of learning. He has taught us how to be genuinely happy and how powerful it 

can be to give back to those who have helped along the way. 

Franca: Is Connor presently in any form of therapy or receiving services?  

Jessica: Connor  receives very few services now. He still has a case manager  at school who helps 

him to organize his schedule, especially during more stressful times, such as the start of a new school 

year, mid-term and finals week, and other potentially disruptive events. Connor has learned, through 

years of role-play and modeling, how to be a tremendous self-advocate for what he needs to succeed. 

He also receives speech and language services twice a month to help with inference skills and building 

his vocabulary, and I continue to tutor him.  

Franca:  What is Connor’s take on autism?  

Jessica: Connor  is fully aware that many individuals with autism are impacted differently. It 

took an extraordinary amount of courage for Connor to share his story of an individual living with au-

tism in a health class his sophomore year. When an assignment called for describing an individual with 

a disability, he selected autism and told his story. He was very nervous about sharing his story because 

he did not know how his peers would react: “Would they look at and treat me differently? Would they 

tease me?” To him, his worries were very real as he was a 16-year-old and when you are that age, your 

peers are very important.  

He wrote a story about a little boy's journey with autism - including all of the obstacles. At the end of 

the story, he revealed that the story was about him. As he read the story, students who had known Con-

nor since he was very young, knew the story was his own - they were the ones who cried. Others, sort 

of knew, based upon their observations of Connor over the years - they were the ones who smiled and 

nodded their heads thinking, “That makes sense.”  The remainder had no idea and were very surprised. 

One thing was common of all the students’ reaction that day - they were proud of Connor and they ex-

pressed how incredibly brave and courageous he was to reveal his struggles and disability.  

That day changed Connor. Word spread fast about what he had done and the next day he spoke to an-

other health class full of more peers his age. It was as though a tremendous weight had been lifted off 

of his back. He no longer had to explain why he had to use a laptop to write because he did not have 

finger dexterity to write well. Everyone understood why it was often hard for him to even say, 

(Continued from page 31) 
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"Hello!” and keeping a conversation going was even 

harder. Not only did his peers accept him, they em-

braced Connor for the unique individual he had always 

been and would always be.  

Connor has stated that he embraces autism and I believe 

what he means is that he embraces what it has brought 

into his world. He has faced challenges for years and he 

still does. He has needed tremendous amount of support 

and he still gets it. Connor recognizes that so many peo-

ple who have been so important in his life are a part of 

his world because of his diagnosis. For that he is grate-

ful and, proudly, through Courageous Steps, he sees 

himself as “giving back.” Having autism has not been 

easy for him and it never will be, but Connor under-

stands that he was meant to be on this journey that 

would not have happened had he not been diagnosed 

with autism. He embraces the life that it has given him 

and the path that lies ahead as an advocate for others 

who also face challenges.  

Franca: Do you have any advice for other parents/

caregivers of young adults with autism who are 

thinking about their future?  

Jessica: My advice for  other  parents/caregivers is to 

take one day at a time. It is hard to raise a child with a 

disability. It is exhausting and very frustrating at times. 

There are times I have felt very alone. It has also 

brought tremendous joy to my world because of the vic-

tories that to others might seem very trivial, but to me 

are monumental. None of us know what the future will 

bring; all we can do is to plan the best we can, seek sup-

port from others, and every day find the sparkle that 

makes each of us unique.  

 

Connor Archer was diagnosed with autism spectrum 

disorder at the age of 3 and this year he graduated 

from high school. He lives with his parents and 

brothers in Old Town, Maine, USA. 

(Continued from page 32) 
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OUR REAL SCIENCE, REAL HOPE  

2015 PROFESSIONAL SPONSORSHIP INITIATIVE 

Does Your Agency Share 

ASAT’s Values?   
 

ASAT believes that 

individuals with autism have 

the right to effective 

treatments that are 

scientifically-demonstrated 

to make meaningful, positive 

change in their lives.  

We believe that it should not 

be so challenging for families 

to find accurate information 

about the efficacy of various 

autism interventions. ASAT 

works toward a time when … 

 All families will be 

empowered with skills in 

identifying and choosing 

the most effective, 

scientifically-validated 

interventions for their 

child. 

 The media will educate 

and not confuse parents 

by providing accurate 

information and asking 

the right questions. 

 All providers will be 

guided by science when 

selecting and 

implementing 

interventions and use 

data to demonstrate 

effectiveness. 

What It Means to Be a 

2015 Sponsor: 
 

ASAT’s Sponsors indicate 

their support of the following 

tenets: 

1. All treatments for 

individuals with autism 

should be guided by the 

best available scientific 

information. 

2. Service providers have a 

responsibility to rely on 

science-based treatments. 

3. Service providers should 

take steps necessary to 

help consumers 

differentiate between 

scientifically validated 

treatments and 

treatments that lack 

scientific validation. 

4. Consumers should be 

informed that any 

treatment lacking 

scientific support should 

be pursued with great 

caution. 

5. Objective data should be 

used when making clinical 

decisions.  

 

 

 

 

 

Become a 2015 Sponsor 

Now! 
 

These sponsorships not only 

provide financial support 

used specifically for our 

dissemination efforts, but 

also send a clear message 

that ASAT's vision is shared 

by others within the 

professional community.  

 

The tasks of educating the 

public about scientifically-

validated intervention and 

countering pseudoscience are 

daunting ones, and ASAT 

appreciates the support of all 

of our sponsors.  

 

 

 

Please visit our website 

to learn about the  

Sponsorship Benefits for 

Sustaining, Partner, 

Champion, Benefactor, 

Alliance and Patron 

levels: 

www.asatonline.org/

direct-financial-support/ 

http://www.asatonline.org/professional-sponsors/#learn
http://www.asatonline.org/direct-financial-support/
http://www.asatonline.org/direct-financial-support/
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2015 PROFESSIONAL SPONSORS 

We thank our sponsors for their generous support of ASAT’s mission and initiatives to dissemi-

nate science in autism treatment. Please click on the names to access their webpages. 

PARTNER $5,000 

Behavior Analysis Center for Autism 
 

SUPPORTING STAR $3,500 

Little Star Center  

Autism New Jersey 

Monarch House 

 

CHAMPION $2,000 

Autism Partnership 

Lovaas Midwest  

Organization for Research and 

Learning 

ACES Autism Curriculum 

Encyclopedia  
 

BENEFACTOR $1,000 

Alcanzando 

Coyne and Associates 

Eden II Programs 

ELIJA Foundation 

Rethink 

STE Consultants 

Therapeutic Pathways, Inc. 
 

ALLIANCE $500 

Connecticut Center for Child Development  

Nassau Suffolk Services for Autism 

Quality Services for the Autism Community 

Virginia Institute of Autism  

 

PATRON $200 

ABA4U 

Autism Intervention Services  

Aging with Autism 

Alpine Learning Group 

Asperger Syndrome and High Functioning 

Autism Association (AHA), Inc. 

Beacon Services 

Childhood Solutions, PC 

Child Study Center of Fort Worth  

Children’s Specialized Hospital 

Different Roads to Learning 

Gary Mayerson & Associates 

Grade Potential 

Gold Coast Children’s Center, LLC 

Hugo Science Press / DTT Manual  

Institute for Educational Achievement  

Kansas City Autism Training Center 

Lizard Children’s Learning Centre   

New York Center for Autism Charter School 

PALS Autism School 

Peninsula School for Autism 

Pyramid Educational Consultants, Inc.  

Quest Autism Program 

SKF Books 

Somerset Hills 

Southwest Autism Research and Resource 

Center 

The Behavior Station 
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Q 
uestions of cause are very difficult questions to address with full candor and confidence, not 

only in the case of autism spectrum disorders, but also in other conditions for which diagnosis 

is made based primarily on behavior. For example, some individuals speculate or assert that 

biological and/or toxic agents in the MMR vaccination cause autism. This article will focus 

upon that controversy to explore the complexities of cause and effect. 

The scientific method is a process by which researchers seek to answer a variety of questions. Some of 

these questions do not involve causes, while others do. For example, neurological or neuroscientific 

studies may attempt to determine differences typically present in the structure or neurochemical fea-

tures of the brains of children with ASD, compared to the brains of same-aged children without diag-

nosed disabilities. In other words, the question posed is not what causes autism, but rather what differ-

ences exist in autistic versus non-autistic brains. 

On the other hand, some studies do attempt to identify causes such as causes of a disability. To do so, 

certain tasks must already have been accomplished. For example, the disability must be well-defined. 

The decision that the disability is present or that the disability is not present must be accurate. The 

group that is defined as having the disability must be as homogeneous as possible. That means, for ex-

ample, researchers should consider the question of what causes autism separately from the question of 

what causes PDD or Asperger’s syndrome. This is not to suggest that autism, PDD and Asperger’s are 

not a spectrum as typically thought, but rather that the question “what causes autism?” is a much more 

specific question than “what causes autism spectrum disorders.” There is also the consideration that, 

because the diagnosis of autism and other ASDs is based on breadth and severity of effects, logically, 

differences in brain structure or other features should be more apparent for these children. 
(Continued on page 37) 

In this edition of “From the Archives”, we highlight a piece by one of the founding 

fathers of ASAT, John Jacobson. Not only a founder of ASAT, but also a former 

president of the American Psychological Association's Division 33, Dr. Jacobson's 

insight and impact cannot be overstated. In this piece, he helps shed some light on 

how autism researchers identify the cause(s) of autism and ASD. Of equal 

importance, Dr. Jacobson also touches on the impact of correlations in science - and 

how these correlations do not necessarily give us the useful, accurate information 

that we think they do. Consumers and practitioners lost Dr. Jacobson on May 8th, 

2004. His contributions to the field of behavior analysis and autism research live on 

to this day. 

 

Patrick O’Leary, MA, BCBA 

Newsletter Content Coordinator 

FROM THE ARCHIVES 

What Caused That? 

By John Jacobson, PhD, BCBA 
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Assuming that we can accurately decide whether children have autism, and we are able to identify bio-

logical differences between these children accurately as well, we could then approach the question of 

cause in two ways. Taking into account possible multiple medical or neurological factors, we can con-

duct a detailed investigation into the backgrounds and developmental history of the children, identify-

ing events that differ between diagnosed and non-diagnosed children. In this approach, we start with a 

group of children who are identified, and then look back on their histories. This is termed 

a retrospective study. Retrospective studies are important to conduct, but there are also challenges asso-

ciated with them, including documenting that reported events occurred, reliance upon incomplete or 

differing clinical records, and the fact that universal screening for disabilities like autism usually does 

not exist, so only the children who happened to be identified and referred are included in the study. 

Children who are referred are likely to differ in several ways from those who are not referred, and some 

of these ways may be related to risk factors for autism. 

The preferred method for conducting a study of causes is to use a prospective approach. Prospectively, 

one begins by using outreach to screen a population of children for a disability, to detect instances of 

the disability that might not otherwise be identified, as well as those who would have been identified. 

Then, background and history data can be collected on a group that is more likely to actually represent 

children with autism or any other condition. Historical information could include vaccinations and oth-

er medical events (e.g., exposure to general anesthesia, recurrent health conditions), as well as infor-

mation about child development. More ideally, a prospective study would follow children from birth, 

and all of the information needed to consider causes could be collected as events occur. This would as-

sure that the information is more complete, and in a standardized form. In the case of autism, even 

though it is now being identified more frequently, this approach is very difficult to carry out; for each 

child who may develop autism, there may be from 250 to 1,000 other children who need to be screened 

and followed. For this reason, some researchers may attempt to use prospective approaches to study 

causes of autism within larger studies that look at child development in large population groups, and 

consider a variety of disabilities. This often means that information that is specific to risks for ASD 

may not be fully collected. 

Of course, there are other research designs that can shed light on causes of disabilities. Certainly genet-

ic studies can indicate genetic factors that increase risk for a childhood-onset disability. Research with 

animals that involves brain surgery during early development that result in behavioral changes akin to 

those typical of a disability may also be suggestive. Basic research at the level of neurons and the ef-

fects of toxic substances and side-effects of medications may also be suggestive. But… there is no sub-

stitute for actually studying the occurrence of a condition among children prospectively. 

Why do we need scientific studies to indicate what the causes of a condition like autism might be? 

Why isn’t it enough that some research might identify some differences between children with autism 

and their peers? First, some differences that are identified initially do not necessarily differentiate chil-

dren with autism from those who are accurately diagnosed as not having autism. For example, research 

findings have suggested the unexpected presence of measles virus in the gastrointestinal tracks of chil-

dren with autism, but subsequently at least one report has found this for children without autism as 

well. This does not mean, in and of itself, that the initial gastrointestinal findings are not possibly sug-

gestive, but does point out the need for careful assessment of the likelihood that particular factors are 

(Continued from page 36) 
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plausible risk factors. In this case, scientific research needs to address why, if gastrointestinal measles 

is a risk factor or cause, or reflects a risk factor, some children are affected, and others are not. 

But, if many people develop a consensus that a given event–vaccination, for example–is regularly ob-

served to occur shortly prior to detection of autism, is this not sufficient to warrant research on this is-

sue? The short answer is yes—whether observed by parents, clinicians, educators, or researchers, 

events that may be plausible causes or risk factors for a disability should reasonably be studied. Parents 

or others in the lives of children with disabilities may certainly detect events that are not apparent or 

considered by clinicians or researchers. But the fact that a belief is widely held is not, in itself, evidence 

that the belief is valid or accurate. 

The brains of human beings are structured and function in ways that are the joint product of evolution 

and experience. One of the well-known biases associated with human perception and thinking is the 

tendency to conclude that there is a cause and effect relationship between two events, when it can be 

shown through precise research that this is not the case. Carl Sagan, in his 1997 book, The Demon-

Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark, referred to such tendencies as “irreducible human er-

ror.” To err in this manner is human, but to insist that reliance on mere consensus is sufficient to accu-

rately identify causes of events, such as the occurrence of autism, is folly. Errors of this type may be 

even more likely when the identification of a chain of cause and effect is especially important to the 

person making a judgment about cause and effect; many parents of children with autism believe that 

identifying the causes of autism, for their child and other children, is important. This may increase the 

chances that some or many may conclude that certain, unproven events are causes of the disorder, with-

out solid evidence. However, this is a very human thing to do, and clinicians and researchers are prone 

to do this as well. 

The critical distinction that needs to be made is between correlation and causation. Correlation means 

that two events tend to occur together. When one does not occur, the other tends not to occur as well 

(called a positive correlation); or that when one occurs, the other tends not to occur (called a negative 

correlation). Sometimes correlations, like cause and effect, are perceived accurately, and sometimes 

they are not. But while necessary for showing cause and effect, correlation does not prove cause and 

effect. Sometimes correlation might be presumed, because of cultural factors; for example, autism is 

often diagnosed, by definition, at ages when children are subject to frequent vaccinations. Thus vac-

cinations and autism could be hypothetically correlated, despite the fact that there is no present scien-

tific evidence that this is the case. Correlation does not in itself show causation, because the fact that 

two events occur together may be influenced, or caused, by a third factor that has been ignored, or that 

was not studied. 

Causation, on the other hand, requires a higher standard of proof than the fact that two events occur 

together (that is, have a positive correlation). Proving causation, or that an event is a risk factor for a 

disability, requires that several conditions be met: (1) the purported cause has to consistently or always 

occur before the purported effect; (2) when the purported cause occurs, the effect regularly occurs; and 

(3) when the purported cause does not occur, the effect tends not to occur, is less likely to occur than it 

does generally, or does not occur at all. Other criteria associated with the strengths of prospective stud-

ies also need to be met; for example, that the group of people studied is representative of the larger 

group of people with the condition (in this case, all children with autism or all children with ASD). 

(Continued from page 37) 
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This can be done by including all children in a general population with the condition, or by randomly 

sampling the children with the condition. But, if sampling is used, there also must be a sufficient num-

ber of children to generalize to the larger group of children, and the required number to do so increases 

as the complexity and range of issues under study increases. 

Where do we stand today in understanding the causes of autism? It is fair to say that researchers are 

developing a more complete understanding of the neurological factors associated with autism, but some 

degree of modesty is also appropriate with respect to the predictions that can be made or confidence 

with which particular neurological findings can be said to characterize autism. Many neuroscientific 

studies focus on specific aspects of the brain. Therefore, different aspects of the brain have been stud-

ied in different samples; there is seldom concrete evidence that these samples are very much alike, or 

that they represent a larger group of children with autism. This points out the need for independent re-

searchers to conduct studies with other samples, to verify that the findings with one sample also apply 

to others. 

In addition, many neuroscientific studies include small numbers of subjects. As a result, such studies 

are not able to detect relatively subtle but consistent differences that may exist between individuals 

who have autism and those who do not, and the studies may not be representative of children with au-

tism more generally. Advances in research design, including identification of subjects with better 

measures, are addressing these limitations. Neuroscientific knowledge about autism is steadily advanc-

ing, but there are, nonetheless, considerations that affect the strength of the conclusions that can be 

drawn today. 

One must also consider that the group of children diagnosed with autism is heterogeneous: some also 

have diagnoses of mental retardation, while others don’t; some have seizure disorders, while others 

don’t; some manifest regression or loss of attained skills, while others did not. Although there is a 

strong (and warranted) presumption that genetic factors play a strong role in the occurrence of autism, 

the heterogeneity of children with the condition and current research findings suggest that the relevant 

genetic factors are complex and multiple in nature. At this point one may reasonably argue that the be-

havioral condition of autism and ASD are final common pathways, or results, of differing genetic fac-

tors—that there is no single genetic factor that accounts for occurrence of the condition. Events prior to 

birth have also been implicated by neuroscientific studies. It may also be that in some cases, environ-

mental events, such as reactions to toxins, may play a role. It may be that all of these factors, and oth-

ers, are involved as risks or causes. 

The Scientific Method 

1. Observe and describe a phenomenon or group of phenomena. 

2. Formulate a hypothesis to explain the phenomena. 

3. Use the hypothesis to predict the existence of other phenomena, or to quantitatively predict the re-

sults of new observations. 

4. Perform experimental tests of the predictions. 

5. Modify the hypothesis based upon the test results. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5. 

7. Replicate the tests by several independent experimenters and properly performed experiments. 

(Continued from page 38) 
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RESEARCH REVIEW 
 

Outcomes of Behavioral Intervention for Children with Autism in Mainstream 

Pre-School Settings 

Title of article 

Outcomes of Behavioral Intervention for Children with Autism in Mainstream Pre-School Set-

tings. 

Reviewed by: Kathleen Moran, MA, Caldwell University 

 

Why this topic? 

An intervention for young children with autism that has been identified as “well established” is Early 

Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI). EIBI is based on the principles of applied behavior analysis 

and is implemented by trained specialists in a one to one format.  This intervention has been shown to 

increase cognitive and adaptive functioning and possibly reduce autism severity. Although many be-

havior analysts recommend conducting EIBI programs in the child’s home, research shows the inter-

vention can be effective in a variety of settings.  However, there is still a need to determine if EIBI is 

effective within a more typical setting on a larger scale, such as a mainstream preschool.   

What did the researchers do? 

The researchers compared outcomes on measures of intellectual functioning and adaptive functioning 

in children who received two years of EIBI within a mainstream preschool program or treatment as 

usual (TAU).  The EIBI group included 31 children with autism. EIBI staff were supervised and trained 

by a Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA).  Training included workshops, weekly consultations 

and team meetings to review individual programs, explanation and modeling of all programs, and train-

ing sessions with feedback.  Teaching procedures were based on the principles of applied behavior 

analysis and implemented by trained staff in a one to one format, with the goal of moving to a group 

setting with peers of typical development.   

In the TAU group, 12 children received an eclectic intervention that included elements from a variety 

of interventions such as: alternative and augmentative communication, applied behavior analysis, total 

communication, sensory motor therapies, TEACCH, and personal experience.  A special education 

teacher provided supervision and consultation one to two times a week.  Each child had a different 

agency responsible for the supervision and training.   

What did the researchers find? 

The researchers found that the 31 children in the EIBI group made significantly larger gains in intelli-

gence functioning and adaptive behavior than the 12 children in TAU.  Changes in adaptive behavior 

occurred primarily in the communication and socialization domains.  Individual scores were assessed 
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for statistically reliable change.  Only children in the EIBI showed a reliable change, with 19.4% of 

children (6) making reliable gains in IQ and 6.5% (2) in adaptive behavior.   

What were the strengths and limitations of the study? What do the results mean? 

Overall the study showed that EIBI within a mainstream preschool leads to a positive change in intel-

lectual functioning and adaptive behavior in children with autism.  Compared to TAU, EIBI can be ef-

fective in a typical community setting.  There are, however, some limitations, notably a small number 

of outcome measures, no data on the number of TAU intervention hours or the specific time spent on 

each intervention type, and lack of data on generalization and maintenance.     

Results of this study show that EIBI can be effective when delivered in a community setting; however, 

research should assess the feasibility of implementing EIBI effectively in multiple community settings 

simultaneously. Potential barriers include the difficulty of fulfilling the recommended hours, competing 

demands on staff and the requirement for extensive, ongoing supervision of staff, child progress, quali-

ty of intervention, and program structure.  Future studies should also include additional outcome 

measures to assess changes in language or features of autism, and to evaluate the generalization and 

maintenance of skills. In addition, program variations such as level of parent involvement and amount 

of intervention are important to investigate.  

Eldevik, S., Hastings, R. P., Jahr, E., & Hughes, C. J. (2012). Outcomes of behavioral interven-

tion for children with autism in mainstream pre-school settings. Journal of Autism and Develop-

mental Disorders, 24, 210-220. 
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W 
hile most 13-year-olds ride bikes and 

play video games, we caught up with 

one who was more interested in raising 

money for the Association for Science in 

Autism Treatment (ASAT).  We are 

proud to feature him and his efforts in this issue of our 

newsletter.   

Vaughn is a 13-year-old middle schooler at Tinton Falls 

Middle School in New Jersey. While he does enjoy 

many of the things other middle schoolers do, he also 

loves to be intellectually challenged, and was on a 

mission to be accepted into the National Junior Honor 

Society at his school. He began learning about autism 

and the misconceptions that exist about people living 

with autism and was unhappy to learn about the 

negative. He resolved to do his part to help change the 

conversation. He opted to raise money to support autism 

awareness and best practices to fulfill the leadership 

portion of his requirements for acceptance into the 

National Junior Honor Society. 

He explored a number of organizations while searching 

for a beneficiary for his efforts and came across www.asatonline.org. On our website Vaughn learned 

about the resources that ASAT provides to families and professionals and decided to support ASAT. 

Vaughn independently worked on all phases of his project, from the 

countless hours planning to selling his baked goods door to door; peanut 

butter rice crispy treats, red velvet cupcakes, and strawberry cookies. His 

plan was an enormous success, resulting in an impressive $500.00.  

ASAT is grateful to Vaughn and his efforts.  

 

Thank you for your support and for being an 

inspiration to so many young people! 

What did you do this summer?  

One young man’s effort to make a difference. 

By Melissa Taylor, Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance Network (PaTTAN) 


